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US Futures-World Markets: After Friday’s deleveraging selloff, S&P futures trade higher. Investors feel more
confident that the short-covering fiasco will not lead to broader market issues. Robinhood traders have now
focused their attention on silver. The commodity trades at an 8-year high and was briefly above $30 per
ounce this morning. Retail investors now trading commodities? What could go wrong? Is that frowned upon?
Seinfeld clip https://bit.ly/3ard3Vk . I’m still trying to figure out why someone would keep their money at
Robinhood. The VIX was on a moonshot last week but is -6% now as the focus turns back towards corporate
earnings. Cryptocurrency Ripple went parabolic and is +100% in a coordinated buying attack. S&P Futures vs.
Fair Value: +38.20, 10-Yr Yield: 1.08%.
CORE Headlines:
 Timetables for vaccinating enough people to effectively curb Covid-19 are slipping in many countries,
raising fears that a large portion of the world will still be battling the pandemic and its economic
effects well into 2022 or beyond.-WSJ
 Public-health officials hoped front-line workers in hospitals and care facilities would set an example
by quickly and willingly getting a Covid-19 vaccine, but a surprising number are hesitating to get the
shot.-WSJ
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Citadel Securities, the electronic-trading firm owned by hedge-fund billionaire Ken Griffin, has played
a quiet but critical role in the GME frenzy of the last two weeks because it executed orders for
Robinhood customers.-WSJ
Older shoppers are becoming targets for consumer brands—demographic changes and the pandemic
are prompting them to launch new products aimed at people that are increasingly interested in aging
well.-WSJ
AAPL: Analysts issued price-target hikes after the company's fiscal first-quarter report, but investors
didn't share the bullish sentiment, and the share price has fallen—“Not issuing guidance, but 'color'
(is) frustrating for a major company such as this," said Eric Ross of Cascend Securities.-IBD
The Major League Baseball Players Association is expected Monday to reject MLB’s proposal to delay
the season by a month after having discussions among the sub-executive council and player
representatives.-USA
Myanmar’s military launched a coup today, detaining the country’s civilian leader, Daw Aung San Suu
Kyi, and her top lieutenants in early morning raids and seizing power from a government established
only five years ago.-NYT
Melvin Capital, a New York-based hedge fund that has taken a big hit from the surge in GME’s share
price, lost 53 percent in January, sustaining a $4.5B drop in assets even after a $2.75B cash injection
from Steve Cohen’s Point72 Asset Management and Ken Griffin’s Citadel.-FT
Large international corporations doing deals in Asia are considering excluding Hong Kong from legal
contracts over concerns China’s tightening grip may impact rule of law in the territory.-FT
In an interview with the FT, renowned short-seller Jim Chanos, founder of Kynikos Associates, said the
GME saga has been the most “surreal” incident in his career, and that the situation could go
“completely off the rails” as populists politicians seek to capitalize on it.-FT
The US now requires a negative coronavirus test for all arriving international travelers, prompting
hotels to add testing suites and airlines to enhance mobile apps as they seek to manage the latest
challenge to their comeback attempts.-NYT Sun
China announced it would no longer recognize certain British travel documents, in retaliation for
Britain’s decision last year to grant potentially millions of Hong Kong residents visas and eventually a
path to citizenship.-NYT Sun
In a bid to control its global image, China’s Communist Party is increasingly jailing Chinese citizens,
many of them ordinary people with little influence, who use foreign social media to criticize Chinese
leader Xi Jinping and his government.-WSJ Wkend
The arrest of Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny “clearly touched a nerve among Russians fed
up with slumping living standards, the Kremlin’s patchy coronavirus response, and entrenched
corruption” under president Vladimir Putin.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Undark: Building vaccine trust in marginalized communities http://bit.ly/39snNDE (Underestimated
factor in getting to herd immunity)
 AEI: China’s foreign policy weapons: Technology, coercion corruption https://bit.ly/3tfW7Kd
 The Atlantic: The pandemic has erased entire categories of friendship http://bit.ly/3r8iXS8
Charts from The Daily Shot:
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Hedge funds are cutting back on gross leverage to reduce short-squeeze risk.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research, @markets Read full article

However, hedge fund leverage remains elevated.

Source: Goldman Sachs, @carlquintanilla
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Free trading, work/school from home, and government checks drove the sharp increase in retail
trading activity last year.

Source: Goldman Sachs, h/t Octavian Adrian Tanase
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Most shorted names continued to outperform on Friday.
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Source: Goldman Sachs, @carlquintanilla

massive short-squeeze rallies are not a new phenomenon. Here is Volkswagen, for example.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P. Further reading
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Solar and EV stocks are in bubble territory.
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Source: JP Morgan, @Schuldensuehner

Source: @WSJ Read full article

A record percentage of firms have been exceeding Q4 earnings estimates.
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research

Consumer spending held up well in December, …

… as incomes climbed more than expected.
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Consumers are more apt to spend the new stimulus checks than the CARES Act payments last year.

Source: @MylesUdland, @BofA_Business
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The U. Michigan consumer sentiment index showed no improvement in the second half of the month.
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US corporate sentiment is increasingly upbeat.

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus

XRP went vertical in a coordinated “buying attack.”

Source: CoinDesk
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The bulk of Bitcoin trading occurs during North American hours (peaking at 11 am ET).
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Source: @KaikoData

The Reddit crowd is going after silver, …

… generating a short-squeeze in silver ETFs.
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The number of active US oil rigs is nearing 300.
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Top TV broadcasts of 2020:

Source: @axios Read full article
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